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Special Alert
It now looks like Trump could win the election. I know the TV people all say
Clinton has it locked. Maybe she does but they’ve rigged the debates, the opinion
polls, and the daily news for over a year.
The hint came yesterday when Obama told illegal aliens they should vote and the
government won't come after them. This is blatantly illegal and pure desperation.
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2016/11/criminal-president-obamaencourages-illegal-aliens-vote-promises-no-repercussions-video/
Hillary's campaign said today that if WikiLeaks releases a "whopper" today or
tomorrow "it's probably a fake". Note the word probably. Everything WikiLeaks
has published so far has been true.
http://www.businessinsider.com/clinton-wikileaks-jennifer-palmieri-whopperemails-2016-11
WikiLeaks has published insider emails proving that ISIS and the Clinton
Foundation are funded by the same sources – Saudi Arabia and Qatar. I’ve said for
a long time that ISIS is an extension of the US government.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/julian-assange-clinton-foundationisis-same-money-saudi-arabia-qatar-funding-a7397211.html
Today we’re told that ISIS intends to kill Americans while they vote. Of course, the
article has no attribution just like all planted news stories. To me it sounds like a
desperate attempt at voter suppression by the same rotten mainstream media
that’s lied to us all along.
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/isis-warn-slaughter-presidentialelection-9206796
Here is the issue. The markets expect Clinton to win. The WikiLeaks releases have
eroded Clinton’s support. Another "whopper" could come out at any time. The
banks and money pumpers expect the game to continue. If Trump wins, we could
see financial turmoil. The sensible investor will act to protect themselves.

If you have a money market fund, it should be in a Federal Money Fund not a
Prime Money Fund.
The government has said that after 14 October 2016 it intends to support
treasury money funds so they don't lose value during another financial crisis.
Prime money funds hold lots of repurchase agreements - iou's - and could lose
value if there's a derivatives meltdown. The government wouldn’t have adopted
this policy unless it knew there was a lot of risk in the system. Small investors can
protect themselves if they act.
Vanguard has been automatically moving brokerage sweep accounts into the
Federal fund. If you haven’t done it, consider doing so. I'd go online and move the
money today or early Monday morning. Vanguard, for example, posts trades by
11AM eastern time. This costs nothing and I’ve recommended this move for the
past year.
My market timing models are still in stocks. I calculate the timing at month end. If
I ran my model as of last Friday it would be out of the S&P500 at 2068. The
market closed on Friday at 2085. No sell yet but a heads up since the market has
been down for the last eight sessions. That hasn’t happened since 1980.
The government and the media have been lying to you to protect the power and
wealth of the coastal elites. The tide could go out after 11/8 as a scramble to the
exits begins. The average American is broke, the banks are broke, and the
government is hopelessly in debt with yearly trillion dollar deficits going forward
into infinity. The media, the government, and Clinton have lost their credibility.
This election cycle has exposed the criminality. Even if Clinton wins it will be a
pyrrhic victory. Be prepared.
http://www.jsmineset.com/2016/11/05/to-my-extended-family-and-friends/
http://www.jsmineset.com/2016/10/01/sinclair-holter-the-most-dangerousperiod-in-history-is-today/
I just received the news below. I’ve been hearing rumors of this for some time.
No confirmation yet. If the source is WikiLeaks you can bank on it.

FBI, CIA, NYPD Officials Set To Drop The Hammer: Video Evidence Of “Bill Clinton and
Six Government Officials Taking Part In Sexual Acts With Minors”

http://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/fbi-cia-nypd-officials-set-to-drop-thehammer-video-evidence-of-bill-clinton-and-six-government-officials-taking-partin-sexual-acts-with-minors-to-be-released-before-election_11052016
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